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Game Review:  Blade & Soul 
Shut up and take my Money! 

By: C.J. Walsh a.k.a. Jahlon 

 

Day 1 Review: 

I generally only like to play one MMO at a time.   What usually happens is when I’ve become 

disenfranchised with a game, I start looking for that game’s replacement.  The problem so far is that 

2016 looks like it’s going to be the year of good MMOs, and thus far I’m not looking to leave 

Archeage.  The first game that has come out in the Western market in 2016 is Blade & Soul.  After 

hearing good reviews about it, I figured I’d take a test drive to see what I thought about the game.    

Let me tell you, if I wasn’t busy being a guild leader in Archeage, I’d be in Blade & Soul full time in 

half a heartbeat.  This game looks fantastic. 

Right from the very beginning, the game grabs you and brings you in.   Character customization is 

very impressive.  You can do just about anything you want with your character.   Race and Class 

selection is a little vague, and there is nothing that tells you why race is important or their 

background.   Knowing that you will be picking a class and sticking with it, unlike some of the other 

games where you can change classes, is a big decision in a new game.  I’m also not sure if I agree 

with the star rating and explanations during character creation.   It’s a game, and after looking at the 

options for a bit, I went with a destroyer.   Thus far I have been having a great time.   

The graphics are outstanding, but I will say some players may find them a touch cartoonish.  I did 

have a hard time concentrating on the introductory storyline because it was distracting and 

annoying.      

The controls are excellent once you figure out you can re-map some keys to make it more in-line 

with other controls.   The storyline, introduction to rate, as a brand new character I never felt lost 

even for a minute. 

I did have some frustration in two parts.   The first was with picking a faction.  My friends had 

already formed the Paradox Gaming guild on our server, but unless you join the same faction as 

your friends, you can’t guild with them.  I think that’s a big concern, however, you can get to level 5 

and be guild ready in about 15 minutes, so it’s not a huge setback. 

The other was from a point in a cave that was trying to be helpful.  It kept telling me that 

progressing past this point might result in lockout.    For me, this warning flagged in the middle of 

the cave and told me I had better complete all other quests.   Had this popped up at the entrance to 

the instance where I’d get locked in, it would have been more helpful. 

I love the idea of the Faction Uniform that allows PvP to be toggled on and off, as it is a unique way 

to handle this particular aspect of the game.   
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I also enjoy the Daily Dash reward for being logged in for three hours and getting to spin a wheel.  

This fact makes me sad that I’m not able to get logged in more.    

For a free to play game, I don’t see anything thus far that is going to separate free-to-play from pay-

to-play players.    For right now, I’d suggest this game to anyone who is looking for a side game, an 

alternate game, or even a new main game. 

Day 2 Review: 

Ok, the honeymoon is over, let’s get down to business.    

All in all this game passes my sanity check with a 97%.    There are only a couple of things that irk 

me about the game. 

The very first thing is the sheer amount of gold seller spam.   I know this is standard in every MMO 

at launch, but, game companies need to learn to have an employee online who rotates server to 

server and just IP ban hammers gold sellers.   Until it becomes ineffective for them to sell gold, they 

are going to continue doing it. 

The second thing that is an irritant is upgrading my weapon.   I was able to get it to Level 10 and 

max it pretty quickly, however, the breakthrough ingredients that I needed seem to elude me.   The 

weapon tells me where I am supposed to get the ingredient, but it says I don’t get it until level 20, or 

at least I assume level 20 because it’s an axe I can’t use until level 20.  Maybe I destroyed it, maybe I 

used it to upgrade my weapon, I really don’t remember.  If I was able to dispose of it accidentally 

this is one of those things that needs to have a big pop-box warning on it that says “Are you 

REALLY sure you want to do this?” 

My only other complaint is the mini-map, I mean call me crazy, but I like the mini-map to be 

somewhat accurate to where I am supposed to be.    It constantly seems like I’m standing on the 

point I’m supposed to be all to have the item, the NPC, the vendor, the whatever to be there.  

Enough with the complaints, now it’s time for the good stuff.  I love the combat.   After playing 

Archeage for the past 16 months, this combat is a refreshing change of pace.   I love that it’s not tab 

targeting auto lock on and roast a mob.  I love that for my class (Destroyer) I can pick people up 

and use them as a shield or I can toss them at the enemies and hit them with their own team mate. 

The initial storyline was fantastic.  I totally loved it.   I’m actually feeling a little more into my 

character, even though I don’t know who or what the classes and races are.     

Another great thing has been that I haven’t felt pressured to have to spend any real money yet.  I 

did, I bought the premium status because I wanted to try it, but I didn’t feel like I had to.  Stuff like 

that makes me want to support a game more.    

This game is going to be the new favorite side game of mine however, I’m still vested in Archeage, 

and while Blade & Soul is great, I don’t think I’d enjoy being a guild leader in it.  It seems (thus far) 
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very small clique orientated.   I haven’t seen any reason to have a large guild, if the dungeon content 

is going to be 6-man. 

It may be a while before I get back to B&S for any sizeable review, but for me, its two very solid 

thumbs up.   I highly recommend everyone who reads this give it a try. 
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